List of all Pro Apps
Product offering
Crossselling

Link similar articles or accessories to the initial product and
create cross-selling opportunities. Transfer the data link to a
suitable store interface (e.g. Shopware).

Free Product

Provides the ability to add free items (e.g. flyers, gift, samples)
to an item.

Price adjustment

Adjust prices of single or scale prices for customers (groups) at
the same time.

Warehouse & Inventory
Pseudo Warehouse
numbers

Determine transmitted stock numbers by a set of rules and thus
get the possibility to fill online stores or marketplaces with a
flexibly calculated pseudo stock number per item.

Minimum storage
quantity

Set minimum storage quantities.

BBD stock transfer

Define rules for reassigning the best before date.

Interface for openTRANS Provides you with the connection to the openTRANS interface.
Amazon Seller App

Manage your Amazon business in Xentral, have visibility and
automatic reconciliation of inventory, create send orders from
Xentral, or handle inbound transactions

Revenue & Expenses
Collective debtor

Nutze Use different customer numbers for certain groups or
customers.

Intrastat

Create lists of goods items, based on the delivery bills, shipped
to the EU foreign countries

Sage accounting export

Perform an accounting export for SAGE that includes invoices,
credit notes from a defined period.

Team
Time recording target
hours employees

Enter general conditions for employees and allow the employee
to view these conditions.

Document position
calculation

Create and manage calculations in invoices.

Simple Wage payment

Separate the transfer of wage payments from other liabilities
and create an XML file for SEPA payments.

Extended Approval

Define rules using the "Extended Release" app and thus
determine up to which maximum amount certain receipts in
Xentral may be released by employees and to whom the release
must be passed on if the amount is exceeded.

Employee time recording Record and evaluate the working hours of employees. Enable
/ time clock
employees to record their time on a terminal via QR code reader
and tablet device.
Commission accounting

Account for commissions from agents and trading partners and
view associated sales figures.

Buy-Workflows
Product availability

View estimated stock quantities in the future based on
confirmed delivery dates of orders.

Price request

Send price requests to suppliers.

Framework Agreement Supplier

Create supplier framework agreements.

Order proposal

Quickly create orders and choose which supplier to use how
much goods.

Production-Workflows
Order to Production

Forward an order directly to production on the condition that
the bill of materials is listed as a production item.

Production center

Work systematically through created productions and
additionally use the possibility to view work steps or check the
goods on the basis of functional tests.

Production

Plan and manage your production processes in Xentral.

Stock-Workflows
Purchase Order
Repository

Store an entire order in one storage/warehouse.

Fast Incoming goods

Speed up the receipt of goods by directly accepting the
package contents using the functions of this module.

Sell-Workflows
Voucher app without
POS

Quickly create/print coupons without using the POS module,
even on mobile devices.

Additional order traffic
light

Extend the standard traffic light with additional symbols
(numbers, letters, %) using the order traffic light.

Interface for Hubspot

Sync selected contacts (addresses), contact data, and deals
(follow-ups) using the interface to HubSpot.

Merge orders

Join different orders together.

Pipedrive Interface

Synchronize contacts and deals between Pipedrive and Xentral.

Service Order

Enter and manage service requests and post materials and labor
as needed.

Transfer module
extension EDI

Exchange business documents electronically with your business
partners.

Discounts

Define relative discounts as well as absolute discounts for
specific customers, customer groups or articles.

Vouchers

Control and manage vouchers centrally.

Promotion Codes

Create codes quickly and post documents (e.g. quotations or
orders) to them.

Service Order scan app

Enter service requests centrally and either store the affected
item or send it to the customer. Also post materials and/or labor
for that service.

Transus EDI Interface

Exchange EDI messages with trading partners via Xentral.

Invoice-Workflows
Partial invoice

Create individual partial invoices based on an order.

Layout Templates
attachment

Define rules with which created layout templates from the
Layout Templates app can be automatically attached to
documents to be sent.

Collective invoice

Create invoices for individual items from different orders.

Batch processing
documents

Batch orders into invoices.

Group Invoice

Create invoices for any orders or delivery bills from different
customers.

Customer - framework
agreement

Create master contracts for your customers.

Settlement Invoice

Automatically bill regular receivables and automatically collect
regularly due receivables with Xentral.

Ship-Workflows
Address-dependent label Create a personal label for specific addresses to be used as a
delivery bill item label. Create this label either in autosend or
directly from the action menu of the delivery bill.

Offer insert parts list

Add a bill of materials to a quote.

Document log entries

Create and manage log entries in documents.

Batch Order picking

Pick goods in the warehouse and consolidate them in the
warehouse in a kind of shopping cart.

Dangerous goods
consignment note

Maintain points per item (incl. classes) in App and automate
insertion of shipping documents at delivery bill if points are
available.

Multiple Label print

Select different items and create labels for these items on a PDF
boge using a previously created layout template. For this you
also need the Layout Generator module.

Transfer module
extension Multi Channel
Fulfillment Amazon
(MFN)

Extend the transfer module with the plug in Multi Channel
Fulfillment Amazon. Forward orders from Xentral to Amazon so
that they can be shipped via Amazon Merchant Fulfillment
Network.

Packaging Licenses /
Overview

Define associated packaging items or packaging groups for
specific items or item categories with the extra module
Packaging Licenses / Overview.

Packaging Material

Define rules for a certain quantity of items in the delivery bill,
how much packaging material should be automatically booked
out of the warehouse.

Parcel Brands Amazon
Prime

Buy shipping method Amazon Prime can as a Marketplace seller
("Prime-by-Seller") directly from Xentral Amazon Prime labels
and print them.

Interface for GO!

Generate automatically from package labels for Go!

Picklist Designer Batches

Improve picking control and refine previous rules when creating
pick lists.

Shipping Service
Provider selection

Select your shipping service provider.

Dropshipping warehouse Create partial orders once an item in the order is placed in a
specific warehouse.
Multi-order picking
process

Pick identical items from different orders from the warehouse at
the same time using multi-order picking (MOP).

Forwarder

Connect forwarders to Xentral.

Return-Workflows
Return

Create a return from order, delivery bill or invoice documents.

Further workflows
Liquidity Planning

Get an overview of all important key figures regarding liquidity
planning.

Mandatory fields

Create system-wide mandatory fields for modules and
individual interfaces that must be filled in when saving
interfaces and content.

Interface
Transfer/Fulfillment

Automatically submit orders, invoices, and delivery bills to your
fulfillment provider and receive shipping status updates.

